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Proudly sharing exceptional design from the corners of the globe with North America
Working at the intersection between design, materials development and innovative production processes, all of the light diffuser materials we work with has its own character and is either a "found" natural one, or a composite/natural material developed by experimentation. We observe and investigate what's possible with sometimes accidental or unpredicted outcomes.

The whole low impact/low energy intensive process of how we create our designs also represents our view of how enlightened, environmentally responsible 21st century design and production can be. The energy, purity and truthfulness of light is our starting point, creating design pieces with love that we hope will fulfill your space with light energy.
Product Name: Unit Table Lamp

SKU: Cocoon Natural: AW-TL15036
Cocoon Red: AW-TL15036R
Cocoon Black: AW-TL15036B
Rattan: AW-TL15037
Mulberry: AW-TL16038

Electrics: 8’’ clear cord with roller switch & 1 x E26 (medium base)
Bulb not supplied, LED LAMP ONLY 20W maximum

Diffuser material: Silk cocoon (natural, red, or black), Rattan, Mulberry Bark
Base Material: Hand finished stainless steel with copper

Dimensions:
X: 12 in (300 mm)
Y: 9.5 in (240 mm)
Z: 12 in (300 mm)
Weight: 2.2 lbs (1 kg)
Ango does not manufacture or assemble electrical components utilized in the fixtures. These are sourced from UL/cUL certified manufacturers. As such, Ango shades are hung on UL/cUL certified electrical cordsets and are 100% suitable for commercial installation in North America.

Unit Cocoon lights are formed on a hand soldered wire mesh and Unit Rattan is formed of extruded rattan “wire” formed through a random weave technique. Unit Mulberry is made with clusters of prepared mulberry bark fiber hand sewn onto a cotton grid.

Lead Time: Quick Ship 2–3 business days

Cleaning/Maintenance: Rattan diffuser can be dusted and lightly vacuumed to remove any accumulation of dust.

Unit lamps have an E26 (medium) base socket on a 8’ clear cord, with a roller on/off switch. The electric socket is inserted into the copper plate, which is attached to the lamp base with a wing nut.

Ango fixtures are made with natural materials that have variation in texture and color. The images shown on this page show indicative texture and color. Please contact info@wakanine.com to request materials samples/swatches.

Detailed view of the top of each type of Unit table lamp.

North American Distributor

info@wakanine.com
512.284.9672
Product Name: Nest Table Lamp

SKU: Large: AW-TL04001
Small: AW-TL05008

Electrics: 8’ clear cord with roller switch & E26 (medium base)
Bulb not supplied, LED LAMP ONLY 20W maximum

Large
- Diffuser material: Rattan
- Base Material: Hand Finished stainless steel
- Dimensions (Large):
  - X: 12 in (300 mm)
  - Y: 12.5 in (320 mm)
  - Z: 12 in (300 mm)
  - Weight: 1.4 lbs (0.7 kg)

Small
- Dimensions (Small):
  - X: 9 in (230 mm)
  - Y: 8.5 in (215 mm)
  - Z: 9 in (230 mm)
  - Weight: 1 lbs (0.5 kg)
Ango does not manufacture or assemble electrical components utilized in the fixtures. These are sourced from UL/cUL certified manufacturers. As such, Ango shades are hung on UL/cUL certified electrical cordsets and are 100% suitable for commercial installation in North America.

Extruded rattan “wire” is formed into the base structure, which is surrounded by more rattan in a random weave technique developed by the ANGO team.

Lead Time: Quick Ship 2-3 business days

Cleaning/Maintenance: Rattan diffuser can be dusted and lightly vacuumed to remove any accumulation of dust.
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A shade ring attaches the electrics to the lamp base.

Nest lamps have an E26 (medium) base socket on a 8’ clear cord, with a roller on/off switch.

Ango fixtures are made with natural materials that have variation in texture and color. The images shown on this page show indicative texture and color. Please contact info@wakanine.com to request materials samples/swatches.
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